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COMMONWEALTH OF AUSTRALIA - General & Miscellaneous Lots
11

Accumulation with 1936 SA Centenary 1/- pair with 'B/Ltd' commercial perfin, Decimals used in quantity & mint plus
Yearbooks 1990-93, some Worldwide with pre-WWII Europe, plus small batch of commercial mail noted Austria 1947
tatty cover with 'OFFICIALLY SEALED' labels tied Perth cds, Berlin 1956 airmail to Australia with Buildings 20pf 50pf
& Dm2, Roads Board envelope with 'PAID AT ROCKINGHAM/ ½D -6SE57/W.A' cds, etc. (1000s)

**/*/O/C

300

COMMONWEALTH OF AUSTRALIA - Postal History
305

CPS

1918 postcard from UK to Tasmania endorsed "OAS" unstamped but with circular check cachet and 'PASSED BY
CENSOR' cachet in red, another with cachet in violet, also a few with GB stamps or sent under cover, then quantity
of unused 'Art' PPCs, couple of Tasmanian plus KGV 1d green Postal Card with printed 'Second Class Mail'
endorsement and Myer advertising used 1932, mostly fine condition. (100 approx)

100

309

C

1930s-40s group to Dr SL "Lance" Townsend in Northern Territory x2, atAustralia House (London) x2 with 6d
Airmail, 1942 in Egypt & 1943 in Ceylon x6, also from him with Northern Territory Administration OHMS x6 variously
franked including 1/1d double letter rate + triple air rate, c.1942 Luxor Hotel (Egypt) envelope with KGVI 3d x3 tied
Melbourne '1' killer and boxed 'PASSED BY/9625/NAVAL CENSOR' cachet, etc, condition quite mixed. (27)

200

312

313

CPS

C

A/B

A/B

Ex Lot 312

1940-41 airmail covers to USA & UK per Pan Am FAM-19 Pacific Clipper service including quadruple 19/8d rate to
New York with Robes 5/- & 10/-, KGVI 1½d Postal Cards uprated to 2/- x2 (one with AIF 6d) or 1/11d, correctly rated
3/11d per ½oz from Jervis Bay (ACT) airmail to US only and by ship to UK, 5/10d UK rate x6 and 11/8d double-rate
x3 (one a small cover with Robes 10/-), a few registered, many with 'CALIFORNIA CLIPPER' cachet & all censored,
condition variable but mostly fine. (24)

950T

Ex Lot 313

1942 POW Envelope from a POW in Hong Kong to his wife "Hong Kong Evacuee/Hong Kong Liaison Officer/
Sydney"; 1943 from Brazil endorsed ".../Toronto/Canada" on the flap to "Hong Kong Liaison Officer/For Hong Kong
Evacuees/Sydney", non-contemporary note "Gripsholm" on the reverse; and 1943 surface & 1944 airmail covers to
London to Friends Committee for Refugees & Aliens or the Jewish Refugees Committee. (4)

550T

321

CPS

TELEGRAMS: 1941-45 accumulation of Forms & Envelopes x120+ to and from Sgt Ward RAAF in Egypt or England
with a variety of Military & Telegraph postmarks and censor markings noted 'PASMEL 91', one cover with
'ADDRESSEE RETURNED TO AUSTRALIA' cachet, and later to him with 'RAAF 6304' or 'RAAF 4111' arrival cds,
many with 'POST OFFICE/YARRAVILLE,W18' oval d/s in violet, also bundle of ration cards, FDCs including
Pre-Decimal plus some Worldwide, condition mixed but many fine. (100s)

300

322

CPS

WWII CIVIL CENSORSHIP - NEW SOUTH WALES: Group with various labels & cachets, noted a front only with
black/white 'Opened/by/Censor' label (not recorded by Little), Supervisor's Check Numbers '2' '7' '11' '31' '38' & '39'
(the highest number recorded), ' 2 /RETURN/TO/SENDER' in violet x2 or rosine, 2½d Letter Card to USA with boxed
'RETURNED FOR/ADDITIONAL POSTAGE/...,' cachet, plus inwards items including from England with superb
'AIR/[crown]/ MINISTRY' h/s & Newcastle 2-line '.../N10' h/s another registered with BPA stamp consignment cachet
& British 'RELEASED BY/CENSOR' h/s in rosine, from Gibraltar with Newcastle 9-dots label tied by ' 2/1 /
PASSED/BY/ CENSOR/ 13 ', from Orkney Islands with small '2/1'-in-circle, stampless from New Guinea to GB with
'2'-in-broken-circle h/s, condition variable but mostly fine. (52)

450T
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323

C

324

325

326

C

C

C/CL

A/B

A/B

A/B

A/B

Est $A

Ex Lot 323

- QUEENSLAND: Group with wide variety of Brisbane labels one maroon/white (recorded 10 days only) & cachets
including 'RELEASE' [sic] x2, one with boxed 'PRIVILEGED MAIL/GOVERNOR OF QUEENSLAND/...' cachet, two
with American Forces red/grey labels & defaced machine cancels (one excised & covered by part of a second label
!), range of destinations including Penang, Denmark with huge 'OAT' cachet, Ireland, India, Singapore & France
censored in Ireland (!), also inwards mail from Singapore, Persia, Papua, New Guinea including 1941 mission cover
from Madang with '1 /NOT/OPENED BY/CENSOR/ 7' cachet and Australian & American Forces covers with
'1'-in-circle h/s, plus Townsville x20 with various '1/2' labels & cachets, one with boxed 'UNIT POSTAL
STATION/S57' d/s used at Thursday Island, generally fine to very fine. (87)

1,000T

- TASMANIA: Hobart cachets & labels including boxed 'PASSED BY CENSOR/...' (Little #H6-1) in rosine on
7SEP/1939 airmail to GB - the earliest recorded censor cover from Tasmania - and 18OC39 in blue, various
black/white Six Dot labels (Little #L6-5a & 6-5b) or red/white '6 OPENED BY CENSOR' (#6-6a) labels plus inwards
from China, from Gibraltar with 'EXAMINED BY/GIBRALTAR/POSTAL CENSOR 20' label on the reverse &
Palestine, also range from Launceston noted black/white with 8 Dots x6 ' 6/1 OPENED BY CENSOR' black/white
x6 (one by air to Canada), & red/white x7, some with ' 6/1 /PASSED/...' cachets, generally fine. (28)

450T

- VICTORIA: Inwards covers including Aug 1939 from Germany, Sep 1939 from Greece, Oct 1939 from Hungary,
Mar 1940 from Java, Dec 1940 from Palestine, May 1941 from Java with 'By air to Australia and/onward
airtransmission' cachet (note 'airtransmission' is one word), Nov 1941 from Fiji with 'When Opened by The
Censor/Melbourne.../("there was no/enclosure")' label on the reverse, Feb 1942 registered from a Jewish refugee in
Mauritius, Feb 1943 from Russia, Nov 1943 from the USA with label across the address "tied" by green/white
'RETURNED/TO SENDER/BY CENSOR' label, & a few others, generally fine to very fine. (15)

350T

Ex Lot 326

- WESTERN AUSTRALIA: Airmail group with Perth labels including fancy types Little #L5-4 (on inwards cover from
Greece) & #L5-5, standard types with 5 Dots #L5-6a x5, various ' 5 /Opened by Censor' red/white types x7 &
enigmatic black/white type - with no cachet - believed used by a military censor (to a ship's officer in Ceylon at 1/3d
rate); cachets with various boxed types with or without dots, or diamond types; also crude 'OPENED BY CENSOR'
h/s (#H5-4; recorded on only three covers, all to the Red Cross in Switzerland; this a long cover rated £1/3/9d
including damaged £1 Robes) on the reverse; generally fine to very fine. (16)

450T
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COMMONWEALTH OF AUSTRALIA - Military - World War I

327

328

329

CPS

CPS

CPS

A/B

A/B

A-/B

Ex Lot 327

German Merchant Seaman Friedrich Schock correspondence from his internment at Liverpool Camp, NSW
including his Diary (in German) with entry of 11.08.14 stating taken POW at Newcastle, 1913-14 covers from
Germany to him aboard ship x3, 1915-17 postcards to him with Lt-Col Sands cachets x4 and 1918Federal
Commission of Land Tax OHMS envelope with letter requesting tax returns for last three years (!) plus 1919 letter
from his employer FA Vinnen & Co, Bremen that he will be paid wages only up until their ship was seized, various
other letters to & from him without envelopes including one on 'CONCENTRATION CAMPS AUSTRALIA/PRISONER
OF WAR LETTER' stationery (with photo apparently removed by censor), unused 'PRISONER OF WAR
LETTER/FREE' envelope, panoramic Liverpool Camp fold-out postcard plus small book of postcards & photographs
from prior voyages & captivity including Hockey Club "Germania", Liverpool team photo, condition mixed but
generally fine. Fascinating material with enough here to build a One-Frame Exhibit. (Qty)

750

Ex Lot 328

POWs in GERMANY: 1915-18 mail c/- the British GPO in London or the Australian Red Cross in London comprising
covers x4 all with a KGV 1d red, Postal Cards 1d Roo, 1d Fullface & 1d Sideface, and "Star" 1d Envelopes x5, all
forwarded under cover to various camps & all but two with camp censor cachets applied on arrival; and mail to POWs
sent directly to the camps in Germany comprising covers x2 each with a KGV 1d red, a PPC with the stamp
removed (probably by the camp censor), Postal Card 1d Sideface (uncancelled, redirected internally: was the
recipient paroled?), and "Star" 1d Envelope (uncancelled), all but the Postal Card without the required POW
superscription but all with camp censor cachets applied on arrival, generally fine to very fine; also a 1915 British
pamphlet 'COMMUNICATION WITH PRISONERS OF/WAR INTERNED ABROAD'. (18)

700T

- Covers (3) & KGV 1d Postal Cards x2 all to Australians known to be POWs in Germany at Cassel (2, both with
large circular camp cachet), Crefeld, Dulmen or Gottingen, the last forwarded to Dulmen, various British & German
cachets, also a stampless PPC from Switzerland to an Australian POW at Friedrichsfeld bei Wesel. Nice group. (6)

150T
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330

L

Est $A

Lot 330

- 1915-16 issues of "In Ruhleben Camp" Nos 1-10 (1915) plus "The Ruhleben Bye-Election" (propaganda for
candidate Israel Cohen); "The Ruhleben Camp Magazine" Nos 1-6 (1916-17); and larger format "Prisoners' Pie/
Ruhleben/New Year 1916"; some separation of the covers etc but generally in sound to fine condition. Lots of
humorous content, illustrations etc providing excellent insights into camp life. (18 titles); also WWII Mickey Mouse
souvenirs x2 & Marching Koalas Christmas Card.

400

COMMONWEALTH OF AUSTRALIA - Military - World War II

331

CPS

332

C/CL

333

C

334

CL

A/B

A/B

B

Ex Lot 331

Australian POWs in Europe group with Acknowledgement of Receipt of Parcel cards to London (unused) &
Switzerland, advice of capture card to WA, advice of address cards to London & WA, two 'Feldpostkarte' with
'KRIEGSGEFANGENEN/SENDUNG' h/s in blue both to SA, various printed POW Postal Stationery items including
an Envelope to WA with enclosed letter on matching notepaper, two plain covers from Parchim Camp to Victoria both
with the enclosed letters, etc, many are fine to very fine. A good basis for expansion. (25)

600T

Large folio of mostly Forces covers including from Palestine and within Australia, several registered, a few better
items including boxed 'Bank Notes must be/registered for trans-/mission through the Post' h/s (not previously seen by
us), tiny parcel apparently post free but 3d registration paid, etc, condition variable. (100 approx)

250

Military Camp covers including 'RELIEF/No8' cds with provisional 'Mornington Military Camp' R label (open for 12
days only), 'MIL PO DARBY No1' with manuscript R label (renamed Foster Mil PO 1.8.42), 'DHURRINGILE'
(renamed Tatura Mil PO 16.4.40), 'FOSTER No1' with typed R label (closed 14.1.43), 'MANGALORE' (PO 3.8.1942;
closed 15.6.1943), 'MT MARTHA' x3 one with 'ARMY/YCR 1V40/TELEGRAPHS' transit, 'OCEAN GROVE' (PO
20.11.1939; closed 19.12.1939), 'SHOWGROUNDS' x2 with different rubber d/s, condition variable. (19)

300

1941 OHMS air cover endorsed "Quartermaster/Parap Camp" (which was Darwin Mil PO No 2) to Cowra Camp
(NSW) with 4d pair tied by rubber double-circle 'MIL PO DARWIN/7NOV1941/ 1 ', 'Military PO No 1/DARWIN NT'
registration label, central fold. PO 23/4/1941; closed 21/2/1942.

150
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335

C

A-/B

- Forces in Greece comprising cover (from Servia) & Active Service "honour" envelope (endorsed on the reverse
"Kazani/N Greece) with '1ST BGE HQ PO/M1' cds of 28MR41 or 2AP41, cover with 'DIV HQ PO/13AP41/DM1' cds
at Elasson, 'DIV SUPPLY HQ PO/11AP41/SWL' cds at Gerania, & Active Service "honour" envelope with 'RAILHEAD
PO/5AP41/RM1' at Gerania, all with 9d Platypus, minor faults/repairs, censor h/s double-boxed 224 225 or 228,
British 1916 or triple-circle 'PASSED BY UNIT/ 18 /CENSOR' h/s of the type used only by the AIF in Greece & Crete.
Ex Russell Stern. [NB: Most postal devices used in Greece were lost in the course of the evacuation] (5)

500

336

C

B

- Forces in Crete airmail cover with 9d Platypus tied by '3RD BGE HQ PO/6MY41/M1' cds in use in Crete, square
'PASSED - BY - UNIT/276/CENSOR' h/s, endorsed on the reverse "From N Hill" (location?). [After leaving Greece,
the Australian forces regrouped near Retima on Crete. However, on 21/5/1941, the Germans launched a decisive
airborne attack. All datestamps used in Greece & Crete were lost]

300

337

C

A-

1942 stampless "Sparrow Force" cover to Hobart with small 'HM TRANSPORT' h/s - used aboard HMT "Westralia"
or "Zealandia" - overstruck with light but obvious 'FIELD POST OFFICE/18JA42/ 071 ' - Ted Proud "NS" = Not Seen in violet used at Koepang (East Timor), boxed AIF Censor 305 h/s in violet countersigned "S Frost".

300T

1944 NSW POW Control Centres group comprising No 2 (Parkes) 1/- Airmail Notelope; No 4 (Armidale) 1/- Airmail
Notelope, opening fault at upper-right; No 14 (location unidentified) stampless Postal Card, creased; and No 27
(Gunnedah; open 7 months only) stampless Postal Card, soiled. Rare usages from tiny camps. (4)

300T

THURSDAY ISLAND: 1943 airmail covers from the one correspondence to "Lieut William B Henry/Sh D Stations P &
Q/Torres Island Force" at various rates with a variety of frankings, about half with 'FIELD PO/0101' arrival cds used at
Thursday Island, condition variable. Proceeds to Walter & Eliza Hall Institute for Medical Research. (32)

250

PROPAGANDA LEAFLETS: All-different selection of Allied issues including in Indonesion dropped over Timor x2; in
Malay; in Urdu aimed at Indians fighting with the Japanese; in Japanese dropped over their positions in Burma x4;
and Australian group dropped over New Guinea, in Japanese & in Pidgin x2; also two leaflet envelopes with 1)
Australian & American Flags plus Beaufort bomber & Boomerang fighter; and 2) Australian Dutch & American Flags
plus Liberator bomber & Lightning fighter; plus Japanese "Ticket to Armistice" leaflet dropped over Allied Forces;
generally fine to very fine. (17)

350T

338

339

340

PS

A/B

C

L

A-/B

Est $A

Ex Lot 335

COMMONWEALTH OF AUSTRALIA - Military - WWII - Prisoners of War in Asia

343

PS

B/C

Ex Lot 343

JAPAN: Various types of POW Postal Cards x4 (one duplicated) & Envelopes x4 from Fukuoka, Hakodate x2, Osaka
x2 (one with Morimoto censor's cachet) & Tokyo x3 sent to Australia, condition rather mixed. (8)

750T
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344

CPS

345

CPS

A-/B

A/B

Est $A

Ex Lot 344

- ZENTSUJI: 1942 POW Envelope printed in blue & red to NSW with Camp censor cachet in violet & standard
Japanese cds, 'CROWS NEST/24AP43' arrival cds & redirected within Sydney, undeliverable and attempted return
via Red Cross with Swiss boxed trilingual 'Retour-Zuruck/Service postal suspendu/...' h/s, also POW Postal Card
printed in black & red on buff with 'ZENTSUZI' Error (very fine), plus inwards mail comprising three plain envelopes,
Red Cross envelope with Thick Bar, blue/white envelope with hand-drawn Christmas card, and Red Cross blue/white
lettersheet, all from NSW or Victoria. (9)

850T

Ex Lot 345

KOREA: Inwards mail to Keijo Camp comprising plain cover, blue/white lettersheet, Red Cross envelope with Thick
Bar x2 and two blue/white Postal Cards uprated for airmail (both incorrectly paid the 5d letter rate instead of the 4d
postcard rate), also blue/white envelope (opened-out) and POW Relatives Association blue/white lettersheet both to
Jinsan Camp, plus Red Cross envelope to Singapore redirected to "CHOSEN" (faults), condition variable. (9)

850T

REST OF THE WORLD - GENERAL and MISCELLANEOUS LOTS
865

*/O/C

Album with Australia, Colonies & Worldwide plus covers including commercial airmails to Australia. (100s)

300

875

CPS

Covers accumulation including some Australia with commercial mail, FDCs and used postcards, noted New
Hebrides 1942 parcel piece with 'PASSED 1/HM CUSTOMS MELB' cds, Germany range including WWII Feldpost &
Occupations, GB 1856 to Saxony with QV 6d and 'AUS ENGLAND PER AACHEN' cds, USA batch of QSL "Ham
Radio" cards, sure to be pickings here even though condition quite mixed. (100s)

400

889

C

WWII DISPLACED PERSONS MAIL: 1945-46 Displaced Persons mail to Melbourne (4) or Sydney comprising
French Red Cross lettersheet advising whereabouts of a displaced person; Germany three stampless each with
'AMERICAN JOINT DISTRIBUTION COMMITTEE' cachet; & cover with Allied Occupation 75pf; the German items
endorsed on flaps as from the DP Camps at Deggendorf x2, Lampertheim or Leipheim. (5)

150

A/B
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FIJI
1001

C

A/B

POSTAL HISTORY: 1942-44 censored covers mostly commercial with 'OPENED BY CENSOR' red/white labels tied
'PASSED BY/CENSOR/ 3 '-in-oval or similar No 9 cachet, black/white label tied by similar No 4 cachet, NZ-style
labels 'OPENED BY EXAMINER/X 115', '.../X 116' and '.../X 117', also 1/5d airmail to GB with 5d "Blue Canes"
censored at Sydney & surface mail to India. (8)

300T

FRENCH COMMUNITY
1019

C

A/B

NEW CALEDONIA: WWII censor labels on commercial covers mostly airmail including local types in black/white x2,
black/green x3, black/pink & black/buff, 'CENSURE ALLIEE/NOUVELLE CALEDONIE' cachets with Numbers 3 5 8 9
& 10, good range of frankings with values to 20fr (two different); also three surface covers from Polynesia including
with 'Controle postal militaire' labels in black/white or black/rose. (14)

300T

MALAYAN REGION

Lot 1116

1116 PS

A-

JAPANESE OCCUPATION: 1943 (Oct 26) commercial usage of Negri Sembilan 15c Registration Envelope size G
with Kanji Overprint to Singapore with Japanese Occupation Pictorials 8c tied by Japanese-language cds of Pontian
(Johore), British-pattern 'PONTIAN' registration label, red/white Censor label tied to the reverse by two large "chops".

500

1119

B

NORTH BORNEO: 1940 commercial airmail cover to Scotland with Pictorials 10c & 50c tied by 'KUDAT' cds, huge
'PASSED BY/CENSOR/[Coat of Arms]/PASSED BY/CENSOR' label (KM#L1) largely on the reverse & tied to the
face by boxed 'PASSED BY/ 12 /CENSOR/NORTH BORNEO' KM#C1A. The label is Rated 10, the highest level of
rarity.

200

1944 cover to GB with 'PRINCE OF WALES ROAD/SLIEMA MALTA' cds & 'SLIEMA' registration label, 'OPENED
BY/EXAMINER' label LTM#L7D & small 'DD 1020' h/s LTM#H5A plus 40mm triple-circle 'PASSED FOR
DESPATCH/[crown]/INITIAL.../OFFICIAL MAIL' cachet (rated 10: stated only 3 examples recorded).

250

1939 (Sep 29) cover to Finland with rare double-framed 'No 001317/Opened by Censor/ Mauritius' with Hyphen
below 'o' label (Little #Li) re-examined & re-sealed with plain brown tape tied by triple-oval '*PASSED BY
CENSOR*/MAURITIUS' h/s L#HiiA, 25c & 1r with 'BEAU BASSIN' cds & registration label.

300

C

MALTA
1121

C

A

MAURITIUS
1122

C

B

NAURU

1141 C

B

Lot 1141

- cover with 'Les V Douthet/Nauru Island/Central Pacific' h/s in red on the flap, to Melbourne with 1½d tied by cds of
30SE39 & fine strike of the boxed 'PASSED BY/CENSOR/NAURU' h/s (ERD) in violet, endorsed on the reverse "Mail
delayed at Nauru till Dec 29th by bad weather", minor blemishes. A very early WWII cover.

400
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NEW GUINEA - Australian Stamps Used in New Guinea
1147

F

A/B

1913 Kangaroos First Watermark ½d to 6d each CTO with 'STEPHANSORT/13' "frozen" cds with no day or month
slugs, a few minor blemishes. (8)

150

NEW ZEALAND - Postal History
1214

C

A-

1916 stampless OAS cover to New Zealand with a very fine strike of the rare 'TRANSPORT/CENSOR/COLOMBO'
cachet in violet believed used aboard HMNZT "Ulimaroa" which left NZ 1.5.1916 as part of the last convoy to go via
the Suez Canal.

150

1215

C/L

A

1916 (Mar) cover endorsed "...Motuihi...Prisoner of war!" on the flap, to Germany with 'From Prisoner of War/Free'
h/s (typed?) at lower-left & superb 'PASSED BY THE/MILITARY CENSOR/N.Z.' h/s in violet, with the enclosed letter
headed "Motuihi 2.3.1916". Exc Gordon Darge. [The 2-line Free marking appears to be produced by the same
typewriter as the address & the enclosed letter! This suggests that the inmates were responsible for the
endorsement! NB: Startup & Proud's illustration at page 47 is a caricature only] (2 items)

250

1916-18 covers to Apia with Auckland meters x3 comprising ½d on window-face envelope, 1½d single and 1½d plus
circular 1d added, the latter two sealed with ½d 'Auckland Provincial Wounded Fund' labels (one with minor fault),
also two covers with KGV 1½d black (both stamps faulty), all with boxed Censor 2 or 3 cachets of Apia on face in
green or violet, some blemishes but overall fine. (5)

100T

1942 Union Steamship Co large cover to London endorsed "Surface + Air" franked with Arms 4/- x2, 5/- x2 & £1 x2
plus 1935 Pictorials 4d x2, 5d x19, 8d x 11 & 9d x4 and KGVI 1d & 3d tied 'WELLINGTON C/18MR42' cds paying £3
18/- rate (a few faulty or toned), censored with brown tape & 'Opened ...' label, minor edge faults.

300T

1216

1220

C/CL

CX

A/B

C

PAPUA - Postal History
1252

C

A/B

1939-41 airmail covers 1) from Samarai x2 with complete strikes of the large 'PASSED BY CENSOR/...Asst Censor'
cachets both to GB with Pictorials 6d & 1/- or Airmails 5d & 1/- (underpaid 1d but not taxed); 2) from Port Moresby x2
with red/white 'OPENED BY CENSOR' labels, domestic airmail to Queensland with 5d Pictorial or to GB - repaired
central opening tear - with Airs 3d pair & 1/-; and 3) to Tasmania with 5d Air & Hobart 6 Dots label tied by ' 6 /
PASSED/BY/CENSOR/ 1 ' cachet in red; condition variable. (5)

375T

1918 commercial usage of overprinted KEVII 1d Letter Card with Overprints ½d added for the War Tax, boxed
Censor #3 h/s in green. A surprisingly rare item, from an English-speaking civilian in Samoa.

300

SAMOA
1276

PS

A

SOMALILAND PROTECTORATE
1284

C

A

1940 stampless cover to London with triangular 'PASSED BY 38 CENSOR/("initials")' h/s (Little #Hi; rated 9) &
self-censored '("HFrench") Captain/Officer Comdg B Company/SCC KAR' cachet, Berbera b/s of 23AP/40. With the
enclosed letter on Somaliland Camel Corps letterhead. Ex John Little.

250

SOUTH WEST AFRICA - Postal History

1318 CPS

Ex Lot 1318

1917 South Africa ½d Postal Card with 'KARIBIB' cds and '105' censor, two 1919 German Postal Cards to
Swakopmund both with 'PASSED BY CENSOR' English & bilingual cachets, 1924 Germany PPC to Windhuk with
South African overprinted ½d & 1d Postage Dues, postmarks including two with Railways ovals (one on 4d 'SWA'
overprint Registration Envelope alongside 'ARIAMSVLEI' cachet), 'EXHIBITION' and 'MARIENTAL' altered
German-era cds, 1936 1d 'SWA' Postal Card uprated for 6d airmail rate to Germany, etc, condition variable. (16)

600

